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1. STATEMENT OF THE FORMULA 
The reduced density of p points xi,. . . , xP on the real line W of the 
Gaussian ensemble is given by the following integral: 
for n = N - p, where dTN,p denotes dxp+l A . . . ~dx,. 
It is called “orthogonal,” “unitary,” and “symplectic” according as 
X = 1, 2, and 4. Mehta and others have investigated in detail these three 
cases and gave an expression of it in determinant forms by means of 
Hermite polynomials (see [M2]). At least when X is equal to a positive 
integer, their method may be applied, but it seems to be difficult to get a 
simple and clear-cut formula. Here we consider it for general X. Our 
approach is completely different in the sense of using basic results about the 
twisted de Rham cohomology attached to (1.1) developed in [A31 and to 
give a complete system of linear differential equations (so-called “com- 
pletely integrable” or “holonomic” system) in the variables x1, . . . , xP 
satisfied by FN,p. 
In fact, in our case, the following identification makes us possible to use 
the de Rham theory for the Gibbs integral of type (1.1): 
Gibbs states = elements of the twisted de Rham n-cohomology. 
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We consider, in a slightly more general way, the following integral: 
x n Ixj - xklxdrN,p 
p+lsjck<N 
(1.2) 
for arbitrary positive numbers Xk, A. We denote by (i, j) the difference 
xi-xj.Formpairs(i,,j,),...,(i,,j,,,)suchthatp+1~i,< ..* <i, 
and ii>ji,...,i,,,>j,,,, we denote by ((ii, j&l,. . .,(i,, j,)-‘) and 
((4, A)-’ z(i,, j,)-‘) the rational n-form 
and its integral 
drN. D 
/S((i,, j,)-‘, . . . , (j,, LJ-‘>, 
(1.3) 
(1.4 
respectively, where Cp denotes the multiplicative function 
exp(-+(x: + .a. +x&)) n Ixj - x,f% n 
lsksp p+l<j<ksN 
Ixj - xkl’* 
p+l<j<N 
(1.5) 
F N,p then coincides with the average of the vacuum (6). In particular for 
nonnegative integers pi,. . . , vP such that Ivl( = vi + . * * +vp) I n, we de- 
note by (l’l,...,p’p) the integral 
((p+l,l)-‘)...) (p+v1,1)-1,(p+v1+1,2)-1- ,***, 
(p + v1 + v*,2)-‘)...) (p + Vl + *-- +vp-l + l,P)-‘? . . . . 
(p + v1 + * * * +vp, p)-‘). 
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Then our formula can be expressed as follows: 
THEOREM. (l’lzp”“) satisfy the following completely integrable sys- 
tern, 
d(l”‘, . Y .,p”P) 
= -,g v, + l)xjd~j(l”l~p”p) 
- i y,dx,(l”l;...,j’l-‘, . . . , p’p) 
j-1 
- i (n - IvD( 
;=1 
x’, + avj d~j(l”L,~j”~+l,. . . , p’p) ) 
+ C X)v,d log( j, k){ (l”ll...,p”p) 
l<j#k<p 
- (1’1,. . . , j”j+l ,...,k”k-l,. . . , p’p)} 
+ 1 c vjvKd log( j, k)( (l”‘zp”p) 
l<j#ksp 
- i(l”l, . . ., j”~+‘~kYt-‘,. .., pup) 
- +(l”l,. . . , j”J-’ zk”k+l,. . . , p’p)). (1.6) 
Zf IV 1 = n, then the coeficients of the terms 
(l’l,..., j”j+l,..., p’p) 
automatically vanish, so that (1.6) is closed under dierentiation and so 
completely integrable. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The following is proved in the same way as in [Al] by using a technique 
in [A3, Lemma 11. 
LEMMA 1. The forms (1’1, . . . , p’p) give a basis of the twisted 
de Rham n-cohomologv associated with the a,. 
We can apply the generalized SchMi formula (3.8) in [A3, II], to the 
integral (l’l,. . . , -p”p), where the set Z in [A2, II] consists of the pairs: 
(p + v1+ *** +v,-,+j,r)suchthatrand jrunfromltopandfroml 
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to vr, respectively, namely (I) represents (1’1,. . . , p’~). Then +(I) [A2, II], 
coincides with (l’l;...,p’~): 
LEMMA 2 (See (3.8) in [A3, II]). 
+ (j ~~~~(j.x,dA(~~l,,,)~((j, k)y I) 
+ :awo, Mz), (24 
where A( :) denotes the subdeterminants consisting of elements in the Zth-lines 
and the J-th columns of the configuration matrix associated with the integral 
(1.2) (see [A3, I, p. 2521). Xu,k) denotes the Pk ifj h p + 1, k I p and h if 
j, k 2 p + 1. (In the right-hand side of (3.6) [A3, I] the term 
QWO, O/A(O#(Z) is missing and should have been added, so that the 
correct form becomes as above.) 
Remark that A(:) does not depend on x1,. . . , xP if neither Z nor J 
contains the index 0. 
ActuallyA(0, I), A(:) for 1Z1 = IJ( and A(>‘) = A(;.,) for (II + 1 = (JI 
are obtained by a dire& computation as follows: -’ 
LEMMA 3. (i) A(I) = 1 f or arbitrary I which does not contain 0. 
(ii) (-1)‘A 
i 
(p+l,l),...,(p+v,,l)(p+v,+1,2)“~(p+vl+~’~+vP,p) 
O,(p+l.l) ,..., (p+p-l,j)(p+p+l,j) ,..., (p+q+... +vp,p) 
=X / 
for v, + .” +v,-1 5 p s Y, + ..’ +vj. 
(iii) A 
i 
O,(p+l,l) ,..., (p+Y1,1),(p+Y1+1’2) ,..., (P+++“.+v,>p) 
(k, j)(p + 1,l) ,..., (p + v,,l),(p + VI + 1,2) ,..,, (p + VI + ‘.. +v,*P) 
= x,, -x, 
i/p + v1 + ... +v,, 2 k z p + v1 + ~~~+v,~-,+1andp~j. 
@‘) A 
O,(p+l,l) ,..., (p+vl,l),(p+vl+1,2) ,..., (p+y1+ ..‘+v,yP) 
(k, j).(p+ 1.1) ,..., (p+ v,,l),(p+v,+l,Z) I..., (p+q+ ‘.‘+v,yP) 
= x, - x, 
i/p+v,+...+v,~krp+v,+...+v,_,+l, and p+v,+~~~+~~:>j>p+u, 
+ ‘.’ +v,-, + 1. 
(v) A(O,(p+l,l) ,..., (p+~~,l),(p+q+l,2))>..-.(P+~1+“.+~~rP) 
= 1 - v,xf - . . -vpxp’ 
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LEMMA 4. Suppose that (I) represents (1’1,. . . , p”~). Then 
(i) (~3~1) (the CL-th deletion from I for v1 + * * * + vj- 1 + 1 I p I v1 
+ * * * +vj) = (1’1,. . .) j+, . . .) p’p). 
(ii) ((k, j)-‘, I) = (l’l,. . ., j”j+‘,. . ., PUP) 
ifj spandk >p + Iv( + 1 
= l/( r, j){ (1’1,. . . , pup) - (l”‘, . . . , j”J+l,. . . , Y-l,. . . , p’P)} 
jfj <p andp + v1 + .** -Iv,> k >p + ~1 + *** +vr-l + 1. 
(iii) ((k, j)-‘, I) = l/(s, r){(lyl~...~ P”> 
- 1 *( 1’1 
Y -1 
,.--I r’r+l,. . . , s 5 ,.. ., pup) - +(l”l,..., r’r-l,..., SYrfl ,..., pVp) 
ifp+v,+ e-0 +~,2j2p+v~+...+v~-~+l andp+v,+.**+v,> 
k >p + vl + ..a +v,-~. 
Proof. (i) and the first part of (ii) are trivial. For the second part we 
have only to note the partial fraction 
1 
(k j)(k r) = 
(2.2) 
To prove (iii) we denote by o and oj, k the n-forms representing (I) and 
(I)/( j, r)(k, s), respectively. Remark that these are both symmetric in xj 
and xk. We have then 
I T \ 
((k, j)-‘, 1) = ( (k, j)(jrr)(k, s> ‘3k) 
= 
1 1 1 
(k, s)(j, r) - (k, r)(j, r) 
7 
(k, s)(k j> 
1 1 
= (s,T) 
-- 
(k,s)(j,r) : (k,st(j,s) 
1 1 
- 2 (k, r)(j, r) 
(2.3) 
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for the symmetry argument shows 
( 
-Yi- 
1 ( 
-i- 
(k,s)(k,j)W’,k = -+ (k,s)(j,.p~k ’ 1 
i 
T 
1 i 
-i- 
(k, r)(k, j)+yk = -: (k, r)(j, r)wjsk . 1 (2.4 
Proof of the Theorem. A combination of Lemmas 2-4 prove the theorem 
automatically. 
We assume in particular the case where p = 1 and X; = 0. The integral 
rpr(xl) = L”8(2,1) a.. (r + 1,l) d7N,le(1/2JX: 
= ((r + 2,1)- ‘z(N, l)-‘),+, e(‘/2)Xz (2.5) 
for 0 I r I n is a polynomial of degree r. The theorem gives the differential 
equations for cp,(xJ as follows: 
+fl) = -(n - r)cp,+,(xl) - r(l + eA}q~~-~(x~) 
1 
- tn - dxlcp,txl>~ (2.6) 
On the other hand the differentiation in xi of the integrand of (2.5) shows 
(2.7) 
Hence cp,(x) is equal to C (- 1)‘(&/2)‘H,(x/ fi) for C = (2~r)“‘~I’(l + 
(X/2))-nn;,,l?(l + (X/2)j) (Mehta conjecture, see [Ml] of [RI), where 
H,(x) denotes the r th Hermite polynomial 
(2.8) 
This equality is a confluent version of the theorem stated in [Al]. When 
A = 1, these formulae coincide with the ones obtained in [M2]. In part II of 
this note we shall discuss, more thoroughly, expansions by Hermite poly- 
nomials of 2-point correlation functions of the Gauss ensemble of type 
(1, 1). 
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Remark. As M. L. Mehta has remarked in case of FN,o in [M3], we can 
also use the following limit formula to derive the theorem: 
= FN,~(X~Y..,X~). (2.9) 
Indeed it can be proved straightforwardly that the integrable system 
satisfied by (2.9) (see Theorem 2 in [Al]) tends to (1.6) when M --, 00. 
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